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VOCABULARY SECTION
PART 1

WorD List 1

Target Word Similar Word / Definition Turkish Meaning

abandon (v) leave terk etmek

abrupt (adj) sudden ani

basis (n) foundation temel

candidate (n) applicant aday

considerable (adj) important, significant kayda değer

deceive (v) trick kandırmak

extensive (adj) comprehensive kapsamlı

grief (n) great sadness keder, yas

hesitate (v) pause in indecision tereddüt etmek

inherently (adv) naturally, by birth doğası gereği

intense (adj) deep and strong yoğun

measure (n) an action to prevent sth önlem

notably (adv) particularly özellikle

novelty (n)  innovation yenilik

obtain (v)  acquire, gain edinmek

outstanding (adj)   exceptionally good göze çarpan, olağanüstü

praise (v)  compliment, express admiration övmek

response (n) reaction yanıt, tepki

rigid (adj) inflexible katı, sert

severely (adv) harshly şiddetli bir şekilde



WorD List 1 - EXERCISESPART 1PART 1

Vocabulary & Phrasal Verbs ·  PRIVILEGE 11

A. Fill in the blanks with the words given below. There 
are two extra words.

C. Choose the option that completes the sentence best.

D. Replace the words in bold with the correct options.

B. Match the words with their definitions.

1. There are several good movies based on Michael 
Crichton’s novels, most .................................... 
Jurassic Park.  

2. When Hurricane Irene hit the Caribbean Islands 
and the east coasts of the USA, it killed tens 
of people and caused .................................... 
damage in the region. 

3. Elvis Presley managed to become a celebrity in an 
age when television was still a(n) ......................... .

4. After her father's death, Alice felt free to 
 .................................... her law studies and follow 

her own dreams.

5. While still at school, Brad was ............................... 
injured in a cycling accident that left him paralyzed 
for the rest of his life.

6. Elderly people must be aware that there might be 
people out there who want to ................................. 
them and take their valuables.

1. grief    .......

2. obtain    .......

3. inherently    .......

4. rigid    .......

5. intense    .......

6. measure     .......

1. An outstanding dance performance - - - - .

a. pleases the audience
b. is never well received by critics

2. If your career comes to an abrupt end, it means 
this - - - - .

a. is totally an unexpected situation
b. has been a long and boring one 

3. If you hesitate to speak, you - - - - .

a. like talking too much
b. are unsure of what to say

4. If you are the most likely candidate for a job, 
you - - - - .

a. will probably be hired
b. want it more than anyone else

5. If they praise you for what
 you’ve done, you - - - - .

a. should apologize
b. feel happy

1. The argument that the Covid-19 pandemic 
emerged in China has no scientific foundation.

a.  novelty b.  basis c.  grief

2. One needs to put a significant amount of effort 
into learning to play a musical instrument.

a.  considerable b.  rigid c.  inherent

3. I tried really hard, but I couldn’t acquire the first 
edition of the book.

a.  deceive b.  abandon c.  obtain

4. Anxiety is different from fear because fear is a 
reaction to a present danger.  

a.  response b.  measure c.  grief

a. get sth you want or need

b. by nature

c. emotional suffering, esp. caused by sb’s death

d. very great and extreme

e. a step you take to prevent sth

f. not easily changed; stiff

severely novelty deceive extensive

abandon measure notablyoutstanding



VOCABULARY SECTION
PART 1

WorD List 2

Target Word Similar Word / Definition Turkish Meaning

absence (n) lack yokluk

audible (adj) loud enough to hear duyulabilir

benefit (n) advantage or help fayda

broadly (adv) generally, on the whole genel olarak, esasen

collapse (v) 1. fall down 2. fail 1. çökmek 2. başarısız olmak

consecutively (adv) successively, serially peş peşe, arka arkaya

devote (v) dedicate adamak

discrimination (n) unfair treatment ayrımcılık

durable (adj) long-lasting dayanıklı, uzun ömürlü

elaborately (adv) intricately, in a detailed way detaylı şekilde, özenli şekilde

fierce (adj) violent şiddetli, azılı

halt (n) stop durma, duraksama

impair (v) weaken or harm bozmak, zarar vermek

moderate (adj)  not extreme ölçülü, makul

negotiate (v)  discuss müzakere etmek, görüşmek

outbreak (n)   sudden happening, eruption baş gösterme, patlak verme

predominantly (adv)  mainly ağırlıklı olarak

recruit (v) employ; enlist (işe, askere, vb.) almak

sparse (adj) thinly spread kıt, seyrek

tension (n) a nervous feeling, strain gerilim



PART 1PART 1

Vocabulary & Phrasal Verbs ·  PRIVILEGE 11

WorD List 2 - EXERCISES

A. Fill in the blanks with the words given below. There 
are two extra words.

C. Circle the correct option.

D. Choose the option that answers the question best.

B. Match the words with their definitions.

1. The employees went on strike for better pay, which 
led to a(n) .................................... in production.

2. If you take them too much, some medicines can 
.................................... the function of your vital 
organs like the liver.

3. Although the countries of Western Europe have 
 .................................... similar economies, the 

recent crisis has affected each in different ways.

4. Tall and poorly built structures cannot survive an 
earthquake, and they usually .................................. 
first.

5. The teacher asked the student to read the text 
more loudly so that it could be ............................... 
to all the students in the class.

6. Lena claims that she has faced ............................. 
in the workplace, saying that she is paid 
considerably less than her male colleagues.

1. absence .......

2. fierce .......

3. benefit .......

4. predominantly .......

5. sparse .......

6. consecutively .......

7. negotiate .......

8. outbreak .......

1. Humour used in job interviews helps to ease the 
tension / outbreak and allows the interviewee to 
relax and feel comfortable.

2. Thirty minutes of durable / moderate exercise 
daily is generally enough to reduce your risk of 
heart disease.

3. Chinese pottery is remarkable not only for 
its simplicity but also for its unique use of 
elaborately / predominantly painted motifs.

4. When the prime minister resigned, he said he 
would negotiate / devote more time to his family.

1. What happens to a suspect in the absence of 
evidence?

a. He is set free.
b. He is put in prison.
c. He is taken to court.

2. Who is more likely to be recruited into the army?

a. a young and healthy guy
b. an old man with glasses
c. a school girl

3. Which of the following is more sparsely 
populated?

a.  desert  b.  city
  c.  village

4. How long is a pair of durable shoes supposed to 
last?

a.  one day  b.  a few weeks
  c.  years

5. Which of the following has benefits for health?

a. watching TV     
b. exercising
c. eating too much

a. one after another
b. a helpful or good effect
c. mostly
d. showing aggressiveness
e. the fact of not existing
f. not dense; small in amount
g. abrupt start of war, disease, etc.
h. try to reach an agreement

impair collapse

broadly sparsehalt

audiblediscrimination

elaborately



revısıonPART 1PART 1

PRIVILEGE 11 · Vocabulary & Phrasal Verbs

A. Study the table below and fill in the blanks in the 
sentences.

B. Complete the phrases with the words in the box.

C. Fill in the blanks with the prepositions in the box.

1. Since my headache continued to grow in 
 ...................................., I had to take a painkiller.

2. As a country that is dependent on oil exports, 
Bahrain has .................................... ed from the 
recent rise in world oil prices.

3. The band’s latest album is so poor that even the 
most .................................... fans seem terribly 
disappointed.

4. The minister resigned but did not ............................... 
on her reasons for doing so.

5. Because India is a(n) ....................................
agricultural country, the majority of people are 
farmers there.

1. likely .................................... for the job

2. .................................... against people of Asian origin

3. a city under .................................... attack

4. feel .................................... at the loss of your grandpa

5. .................................... sb who trusts you

6. .................................... injured in a car accident

1. The Nobel Prize is awarded annually for - - - - 
scientific discoveries and inventions.

    a.  abrupt              b.  outstanding              c.  rigid

2. Most people prefer plastic window frames to 
wooden ones because plastic frames are more 

 - - - - .

    a.  considerable         b.  moderate         c.  durable

3. Most companies wrongly believe that they should 
only - - - - experienced staff.

    a.  recruit                b.  abandon                c.  obtain

4. While cash machines were once a - - - - , they have 
now become part of daily life.

    a.  basis                b.  novelty                c.  tension

5. Many Christmas traditions, such as decorating 
trees, started in Germany and later spread to other 
parts of the world, - - - - to the UK and the US.

    a.  sparsely          b.  beneficially          c.  notably

1. The kid had to find something to entertain himself 
............. the absence of his friends.

2. Robert was devoted ............. his wife and would 
do anything to make her happy.

3. The boss praised his employees ............. finishing 
the project before the deadline.

4. The government refuses to negotiate ............. 
 the rebels.

5. A dog’s first response ............. a stranger is 
usually to bark at him.

discrimination        •        grief        •        fierce
severely        •        candidate        •        deceive

to (x2)           with            in              for

Noun Verb Adjective Adverb

benefit benefit beneficial beneficially

devotion devote devoted devotedly

elaboration elaborate elaborate elaborately

intensity intensify intense intensely

predominance predominate predominant predominantly

D. Choose the option that completes the sentence best.
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PRIVILEGE 11 · Vocabulary & Phrasal Verbs

1. Although the villagers - - - - to the construction of the 
new road, bulldozers arrived and the works began 
soon.

A) combatted   B) restricted

C) devoted   D) abandoned

  E) objected

2. When done on a regular - - - -, lab tests can help 
identify a disease before it causes permanent 
damage.

A) profit   B) diagnosis

C) glance   D) basis

  E) outbreak

3. Birds and insects can destroy a(n) - - - - apple crop in 
just a few days, so their presence must be kept to a 
minimum. 

A) evident   B) considerable

C) entire   D) abrupt

  E) moderate

4. Of the other German philosophers closely following 
Kant, there is a particular one who is unique, - - - - 
Arthur Schopenhauer.

A) dramatically   B) namely

C) barely   D) mutually

  E) predominantly

5. In addition to being able to criticize yourself, you 
should also be able to - - - - yourself when you do 
something good.

A) praise    B) recruit

C) interact   D) achieve

  E) withdraw

6. After reopening, restaurants took extra - - - - to make 
sure everyone was staying safe during the pandemic.

A) measures   B) tensions

C) aims   D) purchases

  E) crops

7. Travelling to and from Alaska was a big challenge 
in the past as there was no - - - - system of 
transportation.

A) fortunate   B) reliable

C) voluntary   D) persuasive

  E) compulsory 

8. Besides moving extremely - - - - over short distances 
on land, tigers are excellent swimmers and can hunt 
in water as well.

A) firmly   B) swiftly

C) particularly   D) severely

  E) elaborately

9. If research is backed by data - - - - from a broad range 
of sources, it is more likely to reflect the truth.

A) arisen   B) exposed

C) compiled   D) varied

  E) tackled

10. Tolstoy’s novels, which were first published a long 
time ago, continue to have a considerable - - - - on 
modern writers.

A) outcome   B) candidate

C) influence   D) extent

  E) conflict
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Vocabulary & Phrasal Verbs ·  PRIVILEGE 11

11. Most snakes are so - - - - to staying on trees that they 
won’t leave the security of the branches unless they 
are hungry.

A) intense   B) demanding

C) durable   D) accustomed

  E) misleading

12. Somebody who - - - - hides information that could 
potentially help solve a case is committing a crime by 
doing that.

A) inherently   B) solely

C) adequately   D) sparsely

  E) deliberately

13. Even though most people now use the maps on 
their phones, paper maps can still be - - - - at tourist 
offices.

A) foreseen   B) occupied

C) collapsed   D) derived

  E) obtained

14. Janice has an impressive - - - - of many issues, but 
she always pretends as if she is totally ignorant of 
them.

A) output   B) burden

C) hostility   D) absence

  E) grasp

15. - - - - research into new ways of killing viruses may 
cost a lot, but it will certainly enable us to eradicate 
many diseases. 

A) Modest   B) Extensive

C) Commercial   D) Previous

  E) Fierce

16. While African elephants and their Asian cousins are 
similar in most ways, Asian elephants are - - - - short 
and weigh less.

A) rigidly   B) constantly

C) obediently   D) comparatively

  E) consecutively 

17. Melanie was fed up with her job, so she didn’t - - - - 
for a moment when she was offered a new one with 
less work and better pay.

A) hesitate   B) impair

C) invest   D) avoid

  E) adopt

18. Being punctual is a typically German - - - -, and it 
contributes greatly to efficiency in the workplace.

A) grief   B) lack

C) trait   D) discrimination

  E) fatigue

19. Though the athlete was only fifteen, she made it to 
the top ten list, which was a(n) - - - - achievement for 
someone so young.

A) audible   B) extinct

C) illiterate   D) deficient

  E) outstanding

20. - - - - equivalent, most of the medicines within a class 
have the same effect and it doesn’t really matter 
which of them is given to a patient.

A) Hazardously   B) Deceptively

C) Broadly   D) Notably

  E) Genuinely
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PART 1
PHRASAL VERBS SECTION

Phrasal Verb Definition Turkish Meaning

account for 1. be/form a part or amount of sth
2. explain, to be the explanation/cause of sth

1. karşılamak, -e denk gelmek, oluşturmak
2. açıklama getirmek

answer back reply in a rude manner kaba bir şekilde karşılık vermek

ask out invite sb out birisini dışarıya, yemeğe vb. davet etmek

ask for sb say that you want to speak to sb biriyle görüşmeyi talep etmek

back up 1. give support or help
2. make a copy of

1. arkasında olmak, desteklemek
2. yedeklemek

beat up hurt sb by hitting them hırpalamak, dövmek

believe in
1. be certain that sb/sth exists
2. trust sb and/or think that they will be 
    successful 

1. bir şeyin/kişinin var olduğuna inanmak, 
inanç göstermek

2. bir kişiye inanmak ve/veya başarılı 
olacağına inanmak

blow up 1. explode
2. fill, inflate

1. havaya uçurmak, patlamak
2. şişirmek

blow out 1. extinguish by air current
2. (of a tyre) puncture suddenly, go flat

1. üfleyip söndürmek
2. (lastik) patlamak

break away escape from sb’s hold, run away kaçıp kurtulmak

break down stop functioning due to a fault, fail bozulmak, çalışmaz duruma gelmek

break in 1. (or break into) enter a building by force
2. interrupt

1. zorla girmek
2. sözünü kesmek, araya girmek

break off end a relationship ilişkiyi kesmek, sona ermek

break out begin, start, happen, occur çıkmak, patlak vermek (savaş, yangın, 
salgın vb.)

break up 1. come to an end, finish
2. end a relationship with sb

1. sona er(dir)mek
2. bir ilişkiyi bitirmek, ayrılmak

bring about cause neden olmak, yol açmak

bring back 1. return, give back, restore
2. make sb remember sth

1. geri getirmek
2. hatırlatmak

bring up 1. raise a child
2. mention/raise a subject

1. çocuk yetiştirmek, büyütmek
2. gündeme getirmek

build up make sth develop geliştirmek, yavaş yavaş artırmak veya 
büyütmek

bump into meet sb by chance rastlantı sonucu karşılaşmak

WorD List



EXERCISESPART 1PART 1

PRIVILEGE 11 · Vocabulary & Phrasal Verbs

A. Choose the option that completes the sentence best.

D. Fill in the blanks with the phrasal verbs below. Change the form when necessary.

B. Match the phrasal verbs with their Turkish 
equivalents.  

C. Write down the English equivalents.

1. Pilots know several ways of getting out of their plane to save themselves if the engine - - - - during a flight.

a. backs up    b.  breaks down

2. Old people may need assistance at all times since they may sometimes fail to - - - - the strength to even walk 
to the nearest supermarket.

a. build up    b.  break out

3. Although I had some important news to tell my sister, I didn’t want to - - - - while she
 was talking on the phone.

a. break in    b.  bring up 

4. A part of his election campaign, the mayor promised to - - - - the old red tram which used to run along the 
town in the past. 

a. break up    b.  bring back

5. If it turns out that the gardener has opened the gate and let the dog leave the house by himself, he will be 
asked to - - - - that action. 

a. account for   b.  bring about

1. Joe and Mary ............................. because Joe stubbornly refused to apologize to her for forgetting her birthday.

2. There will be no make-up test unless the student’s excuse is ............................. by the written documentation from 
an authorized person.

3. Fires usually ............................. when gas comes into contact with flammable materials such as cigarettes.

4. Inexperienced doctors may find it hard to ............................. the topic of death while talking to a patient’s relatives.

5. Unlike natural disasters, environmental pollution is something that is ............................. by humans.

6. Those who want to be the best at their profession first need to............................. from tradition and create their own 
paths. 

1. ask out .......

2. beat up .......

3. believe .......

4. break off .......

5. bump into 

1. küstahça karşılık vermek : ......................................

2. ayrılmak : ......................................

3. üfleyerek söndürmek : ......................................

4. konuşmayı talep etmek : ......................................

5. şişirmek : ......................................

a. inanmak        

b. dövmek

c. bağı koparmak

d. rastlamak

e. çıkma teklif etmek

break out               back up               break away               bring about               break up               bring up 
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1. The camper tried not to - - - - the match since it was 
the only one left and he would probably die unless he 
could light a fire.

A) blow out   B) break out

C) build up   D) bump into

  E) back up

2. The shift from traditional classroom-based learning 
to online learning will probably - - - - a change in 
student behaviour.

A) break in   B) answer back

C) bring about   D) ask out

  E) believe in

3. Guests could always - - - - the hotel manager if they 
experienced a problem with staff.

A) break off   B) bring back

C) ask for   D) break up

  E) account for

4. The science teacher did an experiment to teach the 
students a trick that allowed them to - - - - a balloon 
inside a bottle.

A) account for   B) blow up

C) break down   D) back up

  E) break away

5. My laptop started to ---- so frequently that I decided 
to buy a new one instead of having it serviced all the 
time.

A) blow out   B) ask out

C) bump into   D) break down

  E) answer back

6. Although seventy years have passed since the 
Korean War - - - - on June 25, 1950, the memories are 
still fresh in people’s minds.

A) broke out   B) backed up

C) beat up   D) built up

  E) brought about

7. In many Caribbean countries, the tourism industry 
- - - - over 25% of their economy, which is more than 
double the global average.

A) breaks out   B) asks for

C) believes in   D) asks out 

  E) accounts for

8. Ever since they began to do business together, 
neither company has ever considered - - - - their 
partnership.

A) bumping into  B) blowing out

C) building up   D) answering back

  E) breaking up

9. In order to - - - - a winning team, every single team 
member needs to do their best to contribute to its 
success.

A) break off   B) build up

C) ask for   D) believe in

  E) break away

10. Joe knew Katie liked him, but he didn’t have the 
courage to - - - - her - - - - out to dinner.

A) beat /  up   B) ask / out

C) break / down  D) blow / out

  E) bring / up
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11. Josh doesn’t respect his elders at all and always        
- - - - when they try to warn him about something. 

A) brings back   B) brings up

C) bumps into   D) answers back

  E) backs up

12. The thieves must have - - - - while Dave, his wife Jane 
and daughter Dolly were sleeping upstairs.

A) asked for   B) broken in

C) accounted for  D) asked out

  E) blown up

13. When people - - - - someone they don’t want to talk 
to, they generally come up with an excuse quickly.

A) answer back   B) break up

C) bump into   D) believe in

  E) build up

14. Some songs never lose their popularity because they 
always - - - - pleasant memories of the old times.

A) bring back   B) blow out

C) break away   D) ask out

  E) ask for

15. If the security system in a prison is not good enough, 
the prisoners may be - - - - or even killed by the 
others. 

A) blown up   B) accounted for

C) backed up   D) broken off

  E) beaten up

16. The playful cat caught the girl’s ankle with its claws 
and didn’t let her - - - -.

A) bring about   B) ask out

C) break away   D) blow out

  E) bring back

17. It is a good idea to - - - - all the files on your computer 
to protect them in case of a system crash.

A) bring up   B) bump into

C) back up   D) break off

  E) break down

18. Ancient Egyptians - - - - many gods, just like the 
Ancient Greeks who thought that there were different 
gods for different purposes.

A) asked out   B) blew out

C) broke down   D) believed in

  E) broke in

19. The couple decided early in the summer to - - - - their 
engagement but promised to remain friends.

A) bump into   B) beat up

C) ask for   D) break off

  E) answer back

20. On August 15, Narendra Modi became the first PM 
in a long time to - - - - the issue of India’s population 
explosion.

A) bring about   B) break down

C) blow up   D) break away

  E) bring up
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1. Thanks to the dieticians who - - - - the dangers 
of our fast-food culture, fewer people are eating 
hamburgers these days. 

A) name after   B) point out        

C) give in   D) ask for

  E) draw back

2. Most people would rather lead an independent life 
than - - - - in a nursing home when they grow old.

A) count on   B) get off 

C) end up   D) look after 

  E) put away

3. You are most likely to - - - - a snake in a forest or 
around areas such as piles of firewood, rocks or 
brush.

A) come across     B) turn into     

C) grow apart   D) wipe out        

  E) set aside

4. The best response to a telemarketing call is to - - - - 
as soon as you realize the nature of the call, instead 
of yelling at the caller.
 
A) break off       B) answer back

C) fall apart   D) hang up

  E) sort out

5. All the owners of a joint property must agree to the 
terms of a sale; otherwise, a potential deal could        
- - - -.

A) go out       B) play off

C) narrow down  D) run over 

  E) fall through

6. Ancient Greeks and Romans did not try to treat 
deafness since it never - - - - them that there could be 
a cure. 

A) watched over  B) bumped into

C) occurred to   D) believed in

  E) stood for

7. Workers who stay outside for long periods need to 
wear layers of clothing to - - - - so that they won’t get 
cold.

A) pass away          B) carry out

C) put forward   D) warm up 

  E) feel for

8. At the beginning of their senior year at university, 
students are told a lot of things that can be hard to    
- - - - all at once.

A) take in   B) go along

C) let out   D) hurry up

  E) pass by

9. If you have difficulty trying to - - - - how to pose for a 
photo, you can practise looking in the mirror. 

A) figure out          B) bring about

C) make up    D) carry on

  E) account for

10. Experienced and talented employees are rarely - - - - 
unless there is a big economic crisis. 

A) laid off   B) blown up    

C) filled in   D) cared for 

  E) handed out
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11. The president has backed the rights of homeowners 
by warning that burglars lose their human rights the 
moment they - - - -.

A) get at   B) break in

C) carry out   D) build up

  E) come apart

12. We put off the party for my mum’s birthday until she 
- - - - her illness so that she would be able to enjoy it.

A) held on   B) got over

C) fell out   D) counted in

  E) backed up

13. Most mushrooms don’t cause diseases to living 
organisms since they - - - - dead plants or trees. 

A) bring back   B) take up

C) pass out        D) live on

  E) set off

14. Many migrants try to send money to their families, 
but it’s difficult for them to - - - - as they aren’t paid 
much. 

A) call off   B) break down

C) get by   D) burst into       

  E) cross out

15. Joe was planning to attend the meeting, but 
something - - - -, so he had to call the boss to say 
that he wouldn’t be able to.

A) paid for   B) got behind

C) let down   D) showed off

  E) came up

16. Although the band had made the album in only six 
days, it - - - - to be one of the greatest albums they 
had ever made. 

A) saw off        B) warmed up   

C) turned out   D) popped in

  E) kept away 

17. Coffee does not actually - - - - providing you keep it 
dry, so you can buy it in large quantities. 

A) give out           B) pass away     

C) go off   D) clear up          

  E) feel for

18. Eager to buy as much as they could, shoppers - - - - 
outside the malls several hours before the Black 
Friday store openings.

A) put forward   B) shut down

C) tried on   D) paid back             

  E) lined up

19. The trade minister promised to - - - - the matter after 
she had received complaints from many citizens 
about a faulty product.

A) drop out   B) stand by      

C) pass on   D) look into 

  E) run across

20. Luckily, doctors - - - - a vaccine for the virus before it 
infected too many people across the world.

A) got ahead of   B) made up for

C) grew out of   D) came up with

  E) looked back on




